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Abstract

tasks.
Automatic evaluation of automatically generated headlines is a highly important task, in its own
right, where a candidate headline is assessed with
respect to (1) readability (i.e. whether the headline is easy to understand), and (2) relevance (i.e.
whether the headline reflects the main topic of an
article).
The objective of the HG task is to stimulate research and assess the performance of automatic
headline generation systems on documents covering a large range of sizes, languages, and topics.
This report describes the task, how the datasets
were created, the methods used to evaluate the
submitted headlines, and the overall performance
of each system.

The objective of the 2019 RANLP Multilingual Headline Generation (HG) Task
is to explore some of the challenges highlighted by current state of the art approaches on creating informative headlines to news articles: non-descriptive
headlines, out-of-domain training data,
generating headlines from long documents
which are not well represented by the head
heuristic, and dealing with multilingual
domain. This tasks makes available a large
set of training data for headline generation and provides an evaluation methods
for the task. Our data sets are drawn from
Wikinews as well as Wikipedia. Participants were required to generate headlines
for at least 3 languages, which were evaluated via automatic methods. A key aspect of the task is multilinguality. The
task measures the performance of multilingual headline generation systems using
the Wikipedia and Wikinews articles in
multiple languages. The objective is to assess the performance of automatic headline generation techniques on text documents covering a diverse range of languages and topics outside the news domain.
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Task and Datasets Description

The specific objective of each participant system
of the task was to generate a headline/title for each
document in one of two provided datasets, in at
least three languages. No restrictions were placed
on the languages that could be chosen. To remove any potential bias in the evaluation of generated headlines that are too small, the gold standard headline length in characters was provided
for each test document and generated headlines
were expected to be close to it. Two datasets were
provided. Both are publicly available and can be
downloaded from the MultiLing site.1

Introduction
Wikipedia dataset

Headline Generation (HG) is an active area of research. A headline of a document can be defined
as a short sentence that gives a reader a general
idea about the main contents of the story it entitles. There have been many reported practical
applications for headline generation (Colmenares
et al., 2015; Buyukkokten et al., 2001; Linke-Ellis,
1999; De Kok, 2008; Gatti et al., 2016) or related

The dataset was created from the featured articles
of Wikipedia, which are consists of over 13000
articles in over 40 languages. These articles are
reviewed and voted upon by the community of
Wikipedia editors who concur that they are the
1
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best and that the articles fulfill the Wikipedia’s
requirements in accuracy, neutrality, completeness, and style. As all featured article must
have a summary, a subsets of these data were
used at MulitLing 2013, 2015, and 2017 (Conroy
et al., 2019). All the featured articles have titles
for entire article and per section (sub-headings),
thus, they also make an excellent corpus for research in headline generation. The Perl module
Text::Corpus::Summaries::Wikipedia2 is available
and can be used to create an updated corpus. The
testing dataset for this task was created from a subset of this corpus by requiring that each language
has 30 articles and that the size of each article’s
body text be sufficiently large. A language was
not select if the total number of remaining articles
was less than 30.

2015) (ROUGE-1,2,SU,WSU) and averaged KLDivergence (Huang, 2008). At the semantic
level, we measured content overlap above abstract
“topics” discovered by Latent Semantic Indexing
(LSI) (Colmenares et al., 2015), Topic Modeling
(TM) (Blei et al., 2003; Blei, 2012), and Word Embedding (WE) (Mikolov et al., 2013). The content
overlap is calculated via comparison to the gold
standard headlines (denoted by “similarity”) and
the document itself (denoted by “coverage”).
The following readability metrics were computed: proper noun ratio (PNR) (Smith et al.,
2012), noun ratio (NR) (Hancke et al., 2012), pronoun ratio (PR)(Štajner et al., 2012), Gunning fog
index (Gunning, 1952), and average word length
(AWL) (Rello et al., 2013).
The details about implementation of all these
metrics can be found in (Litvak et al., 2019).

Wikinews dataset

3.2

This dataset was created from the Wikinews articles. Since all featured articles have humangenerated headlines, they make an excellent corpus for research in headline generation. The articles in this dataset do not have sub-headings, and
only the main headline per article needed to be
generated by participants in the provided test data.
We manually assessed the collected data and filtered out files with small body or short and non
informative headlines. The script for data collection is publicly available upon request. Table 1
shows the statistics about both datasets, including total number of documents, number of training and test documents per language, average document and headline length in characters (denoted
by ADL and AHL, respectively).

For comparative evaluations and a possibility to
get impression about relative performance of the
evaluated systems, their scores were compared to
five baselines that are implemented in HEvAS:
(1) First compiles a headline from nine first
words; (2) Random extracts nine first words from
a random sentence; (3) TF-IDF selects nine toprated words ranked by their tf − idf scores; (4)
WTextRank generates a headline from nine words
extracted by the TextRank algorithm (Mihalcea
and Tarau, 2004) for the keyword extraction; and
(5) STextRank extracts nine first words from the
top-ranked sentence by the TextRank approach for
extractive summarization.
3.3
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Evaluation

3.1

Participants

Two teams submitted the results for the HG task.
The teams are denoted by BUPT (Beijing University of Posts and Telecommunications) and NCSR
(National Centre for Scientific Research ”Democritos”). Table 2 contains the details about each
team.

Metrics

Both submissions were evaluated automatically,
with help of the HEvAS system (Litvak et al.,
2019). All headlines were evaluated in terms
of multiple metrics, both from informativeness
and readability perspectives. The informativeness
metrics estimated the headlines quality at the lexical and semantic levels, by comparison to the content of gold standard headlines and the documents
themselves.
The lexical-level informativeness metrics employed are ROUGE (Lin, 2004; Colmenares et al.,
2

Baselines

3.4

Results

Figure 1 and Figure 2 show the evaluation results
of informativeness for the generated headlines by
BUPT and NCSR, respectively. Figure 3 and Figure 4 show the evaluation results of readability for
the generated headlines by BUPT and NCSR, respectively. Based on the results, we can see that
neither of submissions outperformed all baselines

https://goo.gl/ySgOS
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Dataset
Wikipedia
Wikinews

# documents
9293
3948

# languages
42
27

# training docs
30–3793
75–140

# test docs
30
30

ADL
32187.6
1450.8

AHL
16.8
40.7

sub-titles
yes
no

Table 1: Dataset statistics.

Figure 1: BUPT comparative results. Informativeness metrics.

Figure 2: NCSR comparative results. Informativeness metrics.
Team
BUPT
NCSR

dataset
Wikipedia
Wikinews

# languages
41
3

method
extractive
abstractive

4

Conclusions

Table 2: Teams statistics.
The Multilingual Headline Generation task presented the first open evaluation of multilingual
headlines. Wikinews and the Wikipedia feature articles, both which have been used in previous multilingual summarization tasks proved again to be a
great source of pre-marked data. In this first evaluation two teams submitted systems, one for each

in informativeness metrics. Because BUPT extracted entire sentences, their headlines are less
informative but most readable. The NCSR headlines, conversely, are more informative than headlines produced by some baselines but not readable.
3

Figure 3: BUPT comparative results. Readability metrics.

Figure 4: NCSR comparative results. Readability metrics.

task. Their systems were able to improve over
some of the baselines. Further analysis of the submitted headlines, both system and baselines can
be done to aid in development of stronger methods
for automatic multilingual headline generation.
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